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Price per 

person per day 

based on a 

twin-share 

basis 

1: Adult: €88. land-only price 
2: Children: €78. (Aged 2-11) * land-only price 

* Children  occupy  a seat  on  the coach, shares a room  with  two adults  – 

without extra bed. 

3: Infant: No charge (Aged under 2) ** 
** Infant does not occupy  a seat on the coach (on lap) shares a room with 

two adults, no extra bed. 

 
NOTE: No overnight accommodation will be provided on the last day of the 

tour and for daily tours. 

Pink  Line ： 88 EUR + 20 EUR/per night 

Please kindly noted  that there  will be a charge at 10 EUR per person per 

night of accommodation supplement during the trip due to the 

Scandinavia Europe expensive accommodation. 

For Example: (7D6N) 78 EUR X 7 Days + 10 EUR X 6 Nights = 606 EUR / per person 

Single 
Supplement 

€60 per person per night 
 Payable once clients request for single rooms at the time of booking. 

 NO single supplement will be charged if clients are willing to share the room with other tour 

members of the same gender. Once a final decision has been made, it will not be possible to 

amend the choice later. No complaints could be accepted regarding this issue. 
 

PS:  Pink  Line ‘s Single Supplement € 85 / Per person Per night 
Because local hotels are more expensive in Northern Europe, the single room surcharge is 75 

euros per person per night before or after the Northern Europe Pink Line. 

Additional 
remarks 

 For legal reasons, children aged 2 – 11 must share a room with one/two 

adults (no extra bed provided) 

 Children aged 2 – 11 sharing a room with  one adult, will have to 

pay the adult price of €88. 

 We will  no  offer  triple  rooms due  to  the limited  availability  at most 

European hotels. 
Extra Services: 

 
Pre  Post Hotel 

€ 60 / Per person Per night half twin  shared rooms. 

Pink  Line Pre & Post Hotel €85 / per person per night half twin. 

Special Note: 

1. This service is only purpose for the convenience of the clients, they can own arrange it. 

2. This services are limited to 15 days before the date of departure. 
Extra Services: 

 
Transfer pickup 

and drop off 

€ 50 / per person / per way (Minimum 2 Pax) 

Pink  Line (CPH/STO/OSL) :€75 per person per way (Minimum 2 Pax) 

Special note: 

1. Our shuttle service is only available when apply together. 

2. Available service hours only from 7 am to 10 pm. 

3. Shuttle service is available at the following airports: Paris(CDG), Paris(ORY) Amsterdam(AMS), 

Frankfurt(FRA),Madrid(MAD), London(LHR/LGW),Manchester(MAN) ,Barcelona(BCN), Lisbon(LIS). 

Rome(FCO/CIA),Vienna(VIE),Prague(PRG),Budapest(BUD),CPH,STO,OSL. 

4. This services are limited to 15 days before the date of departure. 
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YELLOW LINE 7 – DAY TOUR 
SPAIN •PORTUGAL 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TOUR TYPE:  Escorted group tour (English-Speaking) 

TOUR NAME:   Yellow Line 

Land price only, Not include any lunch or dinner, entrances, city tax, tipping or any optional 

prices at all, client can pay on spot or make  own arrangement. 

 

YELLOW LINE – TOUR ITINERARY 

 
Saturday:Marid – Zaragoza (320 km) 

The Yellow Line tour starts from the capital of Spain, Madrid, where  we will pass through  the Cibeles 

Fountain, and then arrive and  visit Plaza Mayor,  Piazza di Spagna, Plaza de Colónand Royal Palace of 

Madrid. The Royal Palace of Madrid was built by the Spanish Royal Family, showing the magnificent and 

splendid former empire and its historical grandeur.Then you’ll arrive at the Puertadel Sol,  a public square 

in Madrid. You can find the Km. 0 squared tile placed on the pavement, which represents the Puertadel 

Sol is the centre of the radial network of Spanish road.  In the afternoon, we say farewell to Madrid and 

head to Zaragoza. After arriving Zaragoza, you'll visit the Basilica of Our Lady of the Pillar, which is a 

Roman Catholic church  in the city. The Basilica venerates Blessed Virgin Mary, under  her title Our Lady 

of the Pillar, praised as "Mother of the Hispanic Peoples". It is reputed to be the first church  dedicated to 

Mary in history. There  is a lot of coffee shops and restaurants around the Basilica. 

Hotel: 3* in Zaragoza City or city nearby 

Note: Attraction Fee  involved: 

The Royal Palace of Madrid (without Guide) €10 

 
Sunday:Zaragoza – Barcelona (300 km) 

In the morning, we drive directly to the Spanish warm and charming coastal city of Barcelona. After arrival 

we will visit the  Columbus Monument and  La  Rambla, followed by SagradaFamília, which is a  large 

Roman Catholic church  in Barcelona, designed by Spanish architect Antoni Gaudí.Gaudí’s unique colour, 
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fairy tale decoration is throughout the city and makes the place feel like a fantasy in the Artist’s mind.Then 

it’s on to photo  stop atCamp Nou,  a football stadium in Barcelona, which has been also the home  of FC 

Barcelona since its completion in 1957.  We’ll also visit EstadiOlímpicLluísCompanys, the main stadium 

for the  1992  Summer Olympics located in Montjuïc, a  large hill  to  the  southwest of Barcelona which 

overlooks the city views. The remaining time is spent in the bustling Plaza Catalonia, where  you can have 

free time and do some shopping. (B) 

Hotel: 3* in Barcelona or city nearby 

Note:  Attraction Fee  involved: 

Sagrada Família Church  €15 

(Reservation visit time: 2 - 2:30pm.  Due to limit daily access control in Sagrada Família church,  to avoid disappoint, 

we recommend customer who strongly request to visit this place to book tickets online in advance on 

http://www.sagradafamilia.cat.) 

 
Monday: Barcelona – Valencia – Alicante (525 km) 

After having breakfast at the hotel, we’ll leave Barcelona for Spain’s third largest city, Valencia. Valencia’s 

history has celebrated as the  gateway to the  Mediterranean. It’s commercially and  culturally rich, with 

Moorish culture,  Arab  customs and  foods  all frequented  in a  cultural exchange.such economic trade 

reformed Valencia to  enjoy the  prosperity and  glory that  other  cities didn’t achieve.  Although today’s 

Valencia is less prominent, it’s still the important city for large commerce exhibitions and  trade  fairs to be 

held in throughout the  year.  Upon  arrival, we will visit Modernisme Plaza of the  City  Hall of Valencia, 

Valencia’s Ancient City Gates and  Valencia Cathedral, where  the  true  Holy Grail is reserved in. After 

tour the day is rounded off with a drive into Alicante. (B) 

Hotel: 3* in Alicante or city nearby 

 
Tuesday: Alicante–Granada – Málaga (485 km) 

This morning we first go to Alicante, free walking along the beach side. After enjoying the beautiful seaview, 

group  will depart for the  city of Granada on the  plateau of the  Andalusia province. This historic city has 

been ruled by Visigoth and Arab. It became the last stronghold for the Arab Dynasty while its eight-hundred- 

year-long rule in the Iberian Peninsula. In 15th  century,  King Ferdinand successfully expelled the Arabs and 

achieved to unite Spain. We will visit the Alhambra, a Moorish citadel and  palace, also known as the Red 

Palace. Once  arrived, the Moorish legacy might have  caught your eye  immediately. Generally referred to 

as the ‘golden age’ of construction and delicate structure, the dome  shape is both stunning and admirable. 

We proceed on our journey to the Sunny Coast area – Costa del Sol and we go direct to our hotelovernight. 

(B) 

Hotel: 3* in Málaga or city nearby 

Note:Attraction Fee  involved: 

Alhambra Palace of Granada  €15 

(Reservation visit time: 4:00 – 5:00pm.  Due to limit daily access control in Alhambra Palace, to avoid disappointment, 

we recommend customer who strongly request to visit this place to book tickets online in advance on 

https://tickets.alhambra-patronato.es/en/) 

 
Wednesday: Málaga – Seville (210 km) 

In the morning, we go northbound to the largest city of the autonomous community of Andalusia, Seville. 

This city was the capital of the Muslim dynasty, considered to be the guardian angel of culture in Andalusia 

and  the birthplace of the flamenco dance. Seville is the primary setting of many operas, the best known of 

which is Bizet’s Carmen. As the fourth largest city in Spain, it has hosted the World’s Fair in 1992.  Upon 

arrival, we visit Seville Cathedral, the largest Gothic cathedral and the third-largest church  in the world. Its 

completion was back  to the early 16th  century  and now the cathedral halls are  dedicated as Royal Chapel, 

the burial place of the kings’ mausoleum for over a century,  also the tomb of Christopher Columbus who 

discovered the New World as a credit to the great  navigator.  From there  onwards we see the Alcázar of 

Seville, used to be a Muslim palace and the Spanish Royal Palace. The upper  levels of the Alcázar are still 

used by the  royal  family  as the  official  Seville  residence,  which  is  the  oldest  royal  palace  still  in  use in 
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Europe and was registered in 1987 by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site, along with the Seville Cathedral. 

Then we walk through  the Santa Cruz,  Torre del Oro (the Tower of Gold) and Maria Luisa Park, here  the 

1992  World Expo  was located. In Plaza de  España (Spain Square), we can  admire a crafted porcelain 

painting, detailing the history and elegance of old Spain. (B) 

Hotel: 3* in Seville or city nearby 

NOTE: Optional – if possible, tour guide will add  the optional excursion to Mijas and/or  Ronda. 

Note: Optional Attraction Fee  involved: 

Hemingway’s beloved town – Ronda  €25 

Excursion to Mijas €20 

 
Thursday:Seville – Lisbon(460 km) 

Today we depart for the capital and the largest city of Portugal, Lisbon. We are expected to arrive in Cabo 

da  Roca (Cape Roca)  in the  afternoon, which forms the  westernmost extent  of mainland Portugal and 

continental Europe. The cape displays the voluminous Atlantic surrounded by endless scenery. Don’t forget 

to buy the remembrance certificate to prove once  footstep was on the west point as it will be a memorable 

souvenir to keep. 

 
Later  we will be  back  to the  Lisbon city centre and  visit Belém Tower and  Jerónimos Monastery, both 

were  classified a UNESCO  World Heritage Site. Belém Tower played a significant role in the Portuguese 

maritime  discoveries  of  the  era  of  the  Age  of  Discoveries.  Jerónimos  Monastery is one  of  the  

most prominent examples of the Portuguese Late Gothic Manueline style of architecture in Lisbon. You will 

pass through  Marquis of Pombal Square and  then stop at Rossio Square for some free time. Those 

who are interested in Portuguese custard tarts can taste the authentic ones at the century-old bakery.  (B) 

Hotel: 3* in Lisbon or city nearby 

 
Friday:Lisbon – Toledo – Madrid (675 km) 

Today we will drive back to Madrid via Toledo, a World Heritage Site declared by UNESCO  in 1986 for its 

extensive cultural and monumental heritage. This old city is located on a mountaintop, surrounded on three 

sides by  a  bend   in the  Tagus River, and  contains  many  historical sites. By strolling across the  city, 

overlooking the Alcázar of Toledo and  visiting the grand  structure of Toledo Cathedral, you will feel the 

bustling of Spain in the  old time. Then  take  a  well-earned rest as you  sit back,  catch  a  breath taking 

landscape of Spain and enjoy its rich palette of colours in natural surroundings while you are on the journey 

to Madrid. (B) 

Hotel: 3* in Madrid or city nearby 
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YELLOW LINE – JOINING POINTS 
Your customers can choose to start their tour at any of the joining points along the tour route listed below. 

 

CITY TIME PLACE & ADDRESS 

 
Spain 

Madrid 

Saturday 

09:00 
Plaza de España "Spain Square" 

Meeting Point："Spain Square" 

(by the monument statue) 

Address：Plaza de España 

(After meetup, city orientation in Madrid) 

 
Spain 

Barcelona 

Sunday 

12:30 
Plaça de Catalunya "Plaza de Cataluña " 

Meeting Point：by Hard Rock Café 

Address：Plaça de Catalunya 21, 

08002 Barcelona 

(On Saturday, after meetup, city orientation in Barcelona) 

(On Monday, after meetup, do not visit Barcelona, drive ahead to Valencia) 

Monday 

09:00 

 
Spain 

Valencia 

Monday 

16:30 

 

Estacio del Nord "North Railway Station" 
Meeting Point：by the Main Entrance 
Address：Calle Xativa 24, Valencia 46007 

(After meetup, do not visit Valencia, drive ahead to Alicante) 

 
Portugal 

Lisbon 

Thursday 

19:00 
Estação do Rossio Railway Station 

Meeting Point：Rossio by the Main Entrance 

Address：Estação do Rossio, Lisboa 

(After meetup, do not visit Lisbon, drive ahead to hotel) 

 
*Bus will depart on time at the meeting place. GoEuGo is not liable for any delay sustained by any passenger. Passenger accepts full 

responsibility for any expense. 

 

YELLOW LINE – DROP  OFF POINTS 
Please noted that the drop off time is for reference only and may vary slightly due to traffic/ unforeseen  circumstances. 

 

 

Day 
 

Route 
 

Time 
 

HOTEL DETAILS 

 
Saturday 

 

Madrid 

Zaragoza 

 

14:00 

20:00 

 

Madrid Royal Palace 

Zaragoza Group Hotel 
 

Sunday 
 

Barcelona 
 

12:30 
 

Plaza de Cataluña 
 

Monday 
 

Valencia 
 

16:45 
 

Plaza del Ayunta-miento 
 

Tuesday 
 

Granada 
 

16:00 
 

La Alhambra parking 
 

Wednesday 
 

Seville 
 

19:00 
 

Seville Central Santa Justa Station 
 

Thursday 
 

Lisbon 
 

19:00 
 

Lisbon Rossio Railway Station 
 

Friday 
 

Lisbon/ Madrid 
 

19:30 
 

Plaza de España Spain Square 
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YELLOW LINE – REFERENCE HOTELS 
A selection of our preferred partners in our main destinations is listed below. 

 

City Reference Hotel 

Madrid Campanile Madrid 

Calle Fausto Elhuyar, 3, 

28806  Alcalá de Henares, Madrid 

www.campanile.com 

Holiday Inn Express Madrid Alcobendas 

Esquina Calle Metalurgia 1-3, Alcobendas, 

28108  Madrid 

www.ihg.com 

Zaragoza Eurostars Hotel  Rey Fernando 

Bari 27 

（Plataforma Logistica de Zaragoza），50197 

Zaragoza 

www.eurostarsreyfernando.com 

Eurostars Zaragoza 

Estación Delicias, Calle de Miquel Roca  i 

Junyent, 5, 50011  Zaragoza 

www.eurostarshotels.com/hotel-eurostars- 

zaragoza 

Barcelona AC by Marriott Hotel  Sant Cugat 

Plaza Xavier Cugat，Sant Cugat  del Valles， 

08174  Barcelona 

www.marriott.com 

Holiday Inn Express Barcelona Sant 

Cugat 

Avda. Can  Fatjo Dels Aurons S/N Parkc 

Empresarial A7Sant  Cugat 

www.ihg.com 

Alicante TRP Alicante Gran Sol 

Rambla Méndez Núnez,  3,03002 Alicante 

www.melia.com 

Hotel  Campanile Alicante 

Avenida Elche Esquina Federico Mayo, 

Alicante 

www.campanile.com 

Granada Hotel  Restaurant Campanile Malaga Airport 

Av. de Velazquez, 212, 29004  Malaga 

www.campanile.com 

Hotel  La Sierra 

KM 110-112, A-45, 29200  Antequera 

www.hotellasierra.com 

Seville Hotel  GIT Via Sevilla Mairena 

Av. De Los Descubrimientos s/n，41927 

Mairena de Aljarafe 

www.hotelviasevillamairena.com 

GIT Vereda Real 

Urbanización Brisas del Aljarafe, 2 41907  , 

41907  Valencina de la Concepción 

www.hotelveredareal.com 

Lisbon Holiday Inn Express Lisbon Airport 

Rua  Da Guine Nr. 18-18b，Prior Velho，2685- 

334Lisbon 

www.holidayinn.com 

Hotel  UMU 

Av. Bernardo Santareno, 38, 

2005-177 Santarém 

www.umu.pt 

 

NOTE:  Please advise your customers that the list of hotels above covers some of the accommodation we use, and they may be 

accommodated in a different but equal three-star hotel in the city or a city nearby. 
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BOOKING TERMS 
 

A. MAKING A RESERVATION 

 
(1)   Please complete all the information in the booking form. 

 
(2)   Passport must be valid for at least 6 months from the day you arrive at your destination. 

 
 

B. TOUR FARE INCLUDES 

 
(1)   Hotel accommodation in a comfortable three-star hotel, twin room with private facilities. 

 
(2)   Daily continental breakfast. 

 
(3)   The services of an experienced tour manager. 

 
(4)   Sightseeing and orientation tours included in the itinerary. 

(5)   Daily transportation on modern air-conditioned coaches. 

(6)   Professional coach driver. 

 

 
F.  INSURANCE 

 
(1) Purchase of European travel  insurance  is  strongly  recommended.   Please  ensure that  you  are 

suitably insured for your entire trip. 
 

ADDITIONAL PASSENGER INFORMATION 

 
(1)   Our professional tour managers will help you to explore and make  the most of your time, their love 

for and  knowledge of the destinations they visit will bring your holiday to life.  The tips for the tour 

manager and  driver are  not included in the tour price.  Our mandatory tip is €7 per person per day 

(€5 for the tour manager and  €2 for the driver) both for adults and  children.  Tips will be collected 

by the tour manager in cash (Euros) whilst on tour. 

 
(2)   Please present the  voucher to the  tour manager when  you board  the  coach.  goEUgocannot be 

held liable for delay or expenses incurred due to passenger’s negligence, causing them to miss the 

pick-up at  the  designated joining point.   For  any  serious incidents please call our  emergency 

number. 

 
(3)   Please remember to  pack  any  prescribed medication, motion sickness medication,  and  other 

essentials for personal use. 

 
(4)   Please ensure that you have  sufficient cash to pay for entrance tickets at your own expense as per 

the optional price lists, meals, tips, city taxes/entrance fees and  expenses not included in our tour 

price and itinerary. 
 

 
(5) Please don't bring any illegal contraband goods into or smuggle items forbidden by law out of each 

country  you are  visiting. goEUgo  will not be held liable and  any losses, expenses or fines are  the 

responsibility of the passengers. 

 
(6)   Whilst every effort is made to operate this tour as advertised, on occasion it may be necessary to 

make  changes to the accommodation, the routing or order  of an itinerary.  Compensation will not 

be payable for alterations to the itinerary or nightly accommodation 
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IMPORTANT TOUR INFORMATION 
 

• Travel documents 

It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure he/she (all members of their party) is in possession of all 

the necessary travel and health documents before departure. 

 
It is also the customer’s responsibility to ensure that he/she (all members of their party) complies with 

all the  necessary Visa, Passport or other  travel regulations required for the  countries they  will be 

visiting.  goEUgo  will not be liable if your customers fail to do so and are refused entry or delayed. Any 

financial losses as a result of lack of correct  travel documents are at their own expense. 

 
• goEUgo  Tour Vouchers 

Once  you have  forwarded all the  travel vouchers to your customers, please remind them  they must 

take  printed copies of all the  vouchers and  present these to the  tour  manager, hotel and  transfer 

service.  Failure to do so may prevent them from travelling with goEUgo,  and goEUgo  will not be held 

liable for any financial loss. 

 
• Meals 

Daily continental breakfast is included in the  tour price, for all other  meals; lunches and  dinners the 

tour   manager   will   offer   assistance   with   reservations,   suggestions   and    directions   to   

local restaurants/cafés. 

 
• Luggage 

The customer will be responsible for all their personal belongings whilst on the tour.  With regards to 

luggage, please advise your customers that they must be prepared to carry their own suitcase from 

the  coach to their hotel room  and  back  to the  coach.  The  driver will assist with the  uploading and 

offloading of their luggage from the coach. 
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• Mobility 

Because goEUgo  cannot provide individual assistance to travellers during the tours and  our coaches 

are   not  equipped  with  wheelchair  access, unfortunately  our  tours are   currently  not  suitable  for 

wheelchair users and those less mobile. 

 
• Smoking 

Smoking is not permitted on coaches provided by goEUgo.   Smoking is also banned in some cafes’, 

restaurants and  public places in Europe.   Please remind your  customers to be  aware of this law 

throughout the tour. 

 
• Safety 

Your customers’ safety whilst on tour with goEUgo  is a top priority of ours.  We use experienced and 

professional coach drivers, so your customers will have  a smooth and comfortable journey.  To ensure 

your customers stay safe while on tour, kindly inform them of these simple precautions: 

 
• Read up on available destination information, including local laws and customs. 

 
• Make  photocopies  of passports, visas  and  insurance  details  and  leave a copy  with  a relative or 

friend at home. 

 
• Never  leave  their  bags or  luggage  unattended as in  most big  cities;  bag  snatching  and  pick- 

pocketing may occur. 

 
• Please also advise your customers to be particularly vigilant in crowed  areas and  comfort stops. 
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